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Trapping and manipulation of microscale and nanoscale particles is demonstrated using the sole
action of hydrodynamic forces. We developed an automated particle trap based on a stagnation point
flow generated in a microfluidic device. The hydrodynamic trap enables confinement and
manipulation of single particles in low viscosity �1–10 cP� aqueous solution. Using this method, we
trapped microscale and nanoscale particles �100 nm–15 �m� for long time scales �minutes to
hours�. We demonstrate particle confinement to within 1 �m of the trap center, corresponding to a
trap stiffness of �10−5–10−4 pN /nm. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3431664�

The ability to trap particles, molecules, and atoms has
revolutionized many fields of science and engineering. Over
the past two decades, a diverse set of methods based on
optical,1 electrokinetic,2,3 magnetic,4,5 acoustic,6 and hydro-
dynamic forces7–12 has been developed to confine and ma-
nipulate microscale and nanoscale particles in aqueous solu-
tion through direct control of particle position and velocity.
Overall, these methods have been used to investigate a wide-
array of physical and biological problems, and each method
exhibits a clear set of advantages and limitations as tools for
studying living cells and biological systems.

Hydrodynamic forces have been used in both
contact-based12 and noncontact7–11 methods to confine and
manipulate particles. Contact-based methods are efficient in
trapping very large numbers of particles to form dynamic
arrays for high-throughput studies, albeit with limited ability
for fine-scale manipulation of single particles. Noncontact
methods currently rely on either stagnation point flows7–10 or
microeddies.11 Particle confinement based on stagnation
point flows can provide high resolution manipulation of
single particles. However, previous work has mainly focused
on trapping macroscopic �millimeter-sized� particles in aque-
ous solutions7 or confinement of microscopic �micron-sized�
particles in highly viscous solutions.10 In addition, passive
stagnation point flows have been used to observe the dynam-
ics of single DNA polymer chains for extended time
scales.8,9

In this paper, we report an automated particle trapping
and manipulation method, the hydrodynamic trap, which of-
fers high resolution confinement of single microscale and
nanoscale particles in low viscosity �1–10 cP� aqueous solu-
tion by using a stagnation point flow generated in a micro-
fluidic device. The underlying principle of the hydrodynamic
trap is active feedback control of a stagnation point flow field
in order to guide particles to the trap center �setpoint posi-
tion� and maintain the center-of-mass position of the trapped
particle at the trap center in two dimensions. In this work, we
demonstrate trapping of submicron sized particles �100 nm�

and confinement of micron-sized particles with high
resolution �to within 1 �m� for extended time scales
��10 minutes�.

The hydrodynamic trap consists of a hybrid polydimeth-
ylsiloxane �PDMS�/glass microfluidic device13 with a cross-
slot channel geometry �Fig. 1�a��. Two laminar inlet streams
converge at the channel junction from opposing directions
and form two divergent outlet streams, which exit the junc-
tion through the perpendicular channels in opposite direc-
tions. The cross-slot microchannel geometry creates a planar
extensional flow which contains a stagnation point, or point
of zero velocity, at the center of channel junction �Fig. 1�b��.
A planar extensional flow is described by a two-dimensional
flow field consisting purely of extensional and compressional
components with no rotational character. The axes along the
inlet and outlet streams are called the compressional �x� and
extensional �y� axes, respectively. Local analysis can be ap-
plied to the flow field in the vicinity of the microchannel
junction such that the velocity field �vx ,vy� is given by14

v� = �̇�− x,y� , �1�

where �̇ is the fluid strain rate and �x ,y� is the particle posi-
tion with respect to the stagnation point. In addition, a planar
extensional flow can be described by a velocity potential
function � �Fig. 1�b�� representing a semistable potential
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� A hydrodynamic trap is created by a planar ex-
tensional flow field at the junction of two perpendicular microchannels. �b�
The velocity field �top� and the potential well �bottom� for a particle in the
flow field at the microchannel junction.
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well �saddle surface� and a stagnation point �saddle point�14

� = ��̇/2��y2 − x2� . �2�

Along the compressional axis, the stagnation point is a stable
equilibrium point �local minimum in the potential energy of
the trap�; however, the stagnation point represents an un-
stable equilibrium point �local maximum� along the exten-
sional axis.

A particle entering the microchannel junction is subject
to a net hydrodynamic force proportional to the local mag-
nitude of the flow field �Fig. 2�a�, see particles 1 and 2�.
Along the compressional axis, the particle experiences an
attractive force toward the stagnation point; on the contrary,
a repulsive force �pointing away from the stagnation point� is
exerted on the particle along the extensional axis. As a result,
a passive trap is achieved along the compressional axis, and
active flow control is required to confine a particle along the
extensional axis. In an ideal trap, a particle positioned ex-
actly at the stagnation point experiences zero net force and
velocity �Fig. 2�a�, particle 3� and therefore remains trapped
at the stagnation point unless it is perturbed by a Brownian
fluctuation.

In the hydrodynamic trap, we implement active flow
control along the extensional axis to maintain particle center-
of-mass position at the trap center, which is analogous to
balancing an inverted pendulum. In the absence of active
flow control, particles may exhibit long residence times at or
near the stagnation point but ultimately escape due to
Brownian fluctuations coupled with fluid convection along
the extensional axis. In the trap, fluid flow is controlled to
precisely position the stagnation point with respect to par-
ticle position along the extensional axis. Specifically, we use
an integrated microfluidic device with an on-chip metering
valve located in one of the outlet channels. This valve is used
to regulate the relative flow rates in the outlet streams, which
enables micron-scale control over the stagnation point
position.15 Using this method, it is possible to exert zero net
force �Fig. 2�a�, particle 3�, or exert forces in opposite direc-
tions with variable magnitude �Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�, particles 4
and 5� for any particle at the microchannel junction by sim-
ply manipulating the flow field along the extensional axis.
The magnitude of the force is proportional to the distance
between the particle and the stagnation point, and the small
scale changes induced in the flow do not measurably affect
fluid strain rates or flow character.9

As an initial demonstration of the hydrodynamic trap,
we fabricated a two-layer PDMS/glass hybrid microfluidic
device using multilayer soft-lithography techniques.15–17 The
microfluidic device consists of a fluidic layer positioned
between a glass substrate and a control layer. The fluidic
layer contains a cross-slot channel geometry to generate a
planar extensional flow. A thin elastomeric membrane

�30–100 �m� separates the fluidic and control layers and
may be deflected downwards onto the fluidic layer by apply-
ing pressure to the control layer.16 Through membrane de-
flection, the cross-sectional area of the fluidic channel be-
neath the control layer is changed to adjust flow resistance.
In this manner, the control layer acts as a dynamic pneumatic
valve controlling flow rates in the fluidic layer, thereby en-
abling fine-scale control of stagnation point position and par-
ticle confinement. A feedback control algorithm is used for
particle tracking and confinement.15

To demonstrate proof-of-principle of the hydrodynamic
trap, we trapped fluorescent and nonfluorescent polystyrene
beads of various size �fluorescent: 100, 540, 830 nm, and
2.2 �m; nonfluorescent: 1.23, 2.2, 5, 9, and 15 �m
diameter�.15 The trajectory of a trapped fluorescent bead
�2.2 �m diameter� along the extensional axis is shown in
Fig. 3�a�. The bead is initially trapped �squares� for nearly 10
min and is then released from the trap and escapes along one
of the outlet channels �circles�. The trapped particle is con-
fined to within �1 �m for several minutes using a propor-
tional controller �Kp=−1.75�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Hydrodynamic forces acting on particles in the
flow field. �b� and �c� Steering the particle by manipulating the stagnation
point �cross� along the extensional axis.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Trajectory for a trapped particle along the exten-
sional axis �squares�. When the particle is released from the trap �arrow�, it
escapes along one of the outlet channels �circles�. Insets: �Bottom� Rescaled
particle trajectory between 120–280 s. �Top� Micrograph of a bead trapped
at the stagnation point. �b� Power spectrum of a trapped polystyrene bead
�2.2 �m diameter� along the extensional axis. Inset: Histogram of displace-
ments of a trapped bead �2.2 �m diameter� from the trap center.
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In addition to particles, we also trapped single live Es-
cherichia coli bacterial cells in Luria–Bertani �LB� broth me-
dium. Trapped cells were imaged using phase contrast mi-
croscopy, which provided images with adequate resolution to
enable confinement by the feedback controller. Single cells
were trapped for several minutes in free solution and exhib-
ited active and directed transport, characteristic of bacterial
“swimming” motion.

We characterized the trap stiffness by measuring the
power spectral density of position fluctuations for a trapped
particle. Fluctuations in particle position arise due to convec-
tion �active flow control� and thermal fluctuations �Brownian
motion�. The particle is bound by a harmonic potential along
the compressional axis, where trap stiffness scales linearly
with the strain rate. Along the extensional axis, the particle
experiences a pseudopotential well created by the active ma-
nipulation of the stagnation point by the feedback controller.
Trap stiffness along this axis depends on the strain rate, par-
ticle size, viscosity, and feedback loop response time.

As expected, the measured power spectrum for particle
position fluctuations along the compressional axis is well-
described by a Lorentzian15 from which we extract the trap
stiffness, k=1.24�10−4 pN /nm. Along the extensional axis,
for small values of proportional gain, the particle position
is stable and the power spectrum is represented by a
Lorentzian.4 Figure 3�b� shows the measured power spec-
trum for particle position fluctuations along the extensional
axis with the corresponding Lorentzian fit �k=1.99
�10−4 pN /nm�. At large values of the proportional gain,
ringing occurs and the trapped particle oscillates, which ap-
pears as a peak in the power spectrum in the vicinity of the
corner frequency �data not shown�. To complement experi-
mental results, we performed Brownian dynamics simula-
tions for a particle confined in the hydrodynamic trap, and
the results are in good agreement with the experimental
power spectra.15 In general, hydrodynamic trap stiffness val-
ues are comparable to those achieved with magnetic and
electrophoretic traps.3,4

Hydrodynamic trap stiffness is given by a balance be-
tween thermal energy Ethermal and trap energy Etrap. Along the
compressional axis, particles are passively trapped by fluid
flow, and the hydrodynamic force FHyd exerted on a particle
is given by FHyd=kx, where k is the trap stiffness. Assuming
laminar flow conditions and a point particle, trap stiffness
may be expressed as k=6�	R�̇. In initial experiments, we
trapped a 2.2 �m diameter bead in 11 cP solution in fluid
strain rate of 1 s−1, yielding a trap stiffness of �2
�10−4 pN /nm, which is in good agreement with the mea-
sured compressional axis trap stiffness.15

The hydrodynamic trap enables confinement of particles
with nanoscale to microscale dimensions in aqueous solution
and offers several advantages as a trapping method. First,
hydrodynamic trapping is feasible for any particle with no
specific requirements on the material composition or the
chemical/physical nature of the trapped object. Second, due
to the semi-stable nature of the trapping potential, the hydro-
dynamic trap inherently enables confinement of a single “tar-
get” object in dilute or concentrated particle or cell suspen-
sions, which is a key advantage for a trapping method.
Indeed, the ability to trap a single particle in a crowded so-
lution represents a key advantage for a trapping method.

Third, the hydrodynamic trapping force for point particles
scales linearly with particle radius, whereas trapping forces
for optical, paramagnetic, diamagnetic, acoustic, and dielec-
trophoretic traps all scale with particle volume. Therefore,
the hydrodynamic trap is expected to enable straightforward
confinement and manipulation of small nanoparticles
�
100 nm� in solution. Fourth, the hydrodynamic trap func-
tions as a simple integrated microfluidic device without the
need for complex device synthesis, patterned electrodes, or
coupling optical or magnetic fields into the device. Finally,
we anticipate that the hydrodynamic trap will provide an
ideal platform to confine and study living cells in free-
solution for long times �hours� in a nonperturbative fashion,
as this method of trapping does not rely on application of
optical or electric fields. In summary, the hydrodynamic trap
provides a viable alternative platform for observation of bio-
logical and nanomaterials without surface immobilization
while allowing for varying the surrounding medium condi-
tions in real-time.

This work was funded by an NIH Pathway to Indepen-
dence �PI� Award, under Grant No. 4R00HG004183-03.
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FIG. S1. Schematic of the microfluidic device for the hydrodynamic trap. 

 

We fabricated a two-layer PDMS/glass hybrid microfluidic device using multilayer soft-lithography 

techniques
1
 (FIG. S1). The microfluidic device consists of a fluidic layer (shown in light gray) positioned 

between a glass substrate and a control layer in PDMS (shown in dark gray). Typical channel dimensions 

for the fluidic layer range between 100-500 µm for the width (300 µm shown here) and 10-50 µm for the 

height (30 or 40 µm for the devices used in the experiments). 
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Fluid flow through the four buffer inlets forms the two laminar streams which enters the 

microchannel junction labeled as the trapping region in opposite directions and exits through the 

perpendicular outlet channels. Particle trapping is performed by manipulating the planar extensional flow 

fields generated at the trapping region. Sample is delivered to the trapping region via a sample inlet by 

flow focusing with the two adjacent buffer inlets. Sample delivery can be turned on/off without affecting 

the flow fields at the trapping region. 

A feedback control algorithm is used for particle confinement and consists of the following key 

steps: i) capturing an image of the particle at the microchannel junction, ii) determining the centroid 

position of the particle, iii) calculating an updated stagnation point position using a feedback controller, 

and iv) executing the movement of the stagnation point to its new position. Calculation of the updated 

stagnation point position is carried out by a linear feedback control system consisting of a proportional 

controller. Briefly, the distance between the trap center and the particle position is calculated as the error 

(e). The stagnation point is placed at a distance from the trap center that is proportional to the error. The 

proportionality constant (Kp, proportional gain) is chosen such that (Kp< −1) which ensures that the 

particle is positioned between the stagnation point and the trap center, thereby resulting in a net 

hydrodynamic force on the particle in the direction of the trap center. Regarding particle tracking, 

fluorescent particles are localized by fitting the emission intensity profile of a single particle to a point 

spread function (PSF) from which the centroid position is determined.
2
 For non-fluorescent particles, we 

implement the built-in image analysis functions in LabVIEW to identify and localize the particles and cells. 

Particle and cell images were captured at 10x and 40x with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (AVT 

Stingray F-033B/C) by brightfield, phase and fluorescence microscopy using an inverted microscope 

(Olympus IX71). A custom LabVIEW code is used to capture and analyze the images to identify particles 

and determine centroid positions. 

Calculation of the updated stagnation point position is carried out by a linear feedback control 

algorithm, consisting of a proportional controller. In practice, we implement the stagnation point 

positioning via pressure changes applied to the membrane valve. In this case, the equation for the 

proportional control becomes: 
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errorKKPP PC
TCNEW   

where NEWP  is the updated pressure applied to the membrane valve and TCP  is the pressure applied to 

keep the particle at the trap center. For small changes of the stagnation point position, we assume a 

linear response between pressure and stagnation point position and therefore CK  is a conversion 

constant (psi/µm). CK  can be positive or negative depending on which outlet channel the membrane 

valve is regulating the flow rate. ( 1PK ) is the proportionality constant (proportional gain) determined 

such that the particle is positioned between the stagnation point and the trap center, thereby resulting in a 

net hydrodynamic force on the particle in the direction of the trap center. Error is given by: 

PPTCerror   

where TC is the trap center position, and PP  is the centroid position of the particle. The controller 

equations imply that when a particle is trapped ( 0error ), the stagnation point is at the same location as 

the trap center and therefore particle experiences zero net force. In this case, a predetermined constant 

pressure is applied to the membrane valve to maintain the particle at the trap center. 

To fabricate the microfluidic devices, we followed the multilayer soft lithography process 

described by Unger et al.
1
 and is summarized as follows: two separate molds (one for the fluidic layer and 

one for the control layer) were patterned on silicon wafers using SU-8 photoresist. Both molds were 

treated with trimethylchlorosilane vapor for 10 minutes to prevent the adhesion of cured PDMS. Next, we 

spun PDMS with 20:1 (base:crosslinker) ratio at 750 rpm on the mold that would construct the fluidic layer 

which yields a thickness of ~110 µm. This results in a ~70 µm thick membrane between the control layer 

and the fluidic layer. The control layer is formed by casting a thick layer (6-8 mm) of PDMS with 5:1 

(base:crosslinker) ratio on the corresponding mold. Each PDMS layer was baked separately at 70ºC for 

30 minutes. Then, the thick PDMS layer (control layer) is aligned and hermetically sealed onto the thin 

PDMS layer (fluidic layer) by baking together for 2 hours at 70ºC to form a monolithic device. The device 

is completed by bonding the PDMS slab to a coverslip by plasma oxidation.    

Particle trapping is achieved in the fluidic layer which has a cross-slot channel geometry at the 

trapping region to generate a planar extensional flow. A thin elastomeric membrane (30-100 μm) 

separates the fluidic and control layers and may be deflected downwards onto the fluidic layer by applying 
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pressure to the control layer.
1
 Through membrane deflection, the cross-sectional area of the fluidic 

channel beneath the control layer can be changed to adjust flow resistance. The precise positioning of the 

stagnation point along the extensional axis can be carried out by varying the relative flow rates in the 

outlet channels. In this manner, the on-chip metering valve in the control layer is used to adjust the flow 

resistance in one of the outlets and consequently the relative flow rates in the outlet channels, thereby 

enabling fine-scale control of stagnation point position and particle confinement. The constriction in the 

opposite outlet channel serves to provide an offset pressure for the metering valve. 

We calculated the power spectrum (mean square amplitude) for particle position fluctuations 

along the compressional axis (FIG. S2). The power spectrum analysis for both the compressional and the 

extensional axis is performed by deducing the corner frequency (roll-off) through fitting the experimental 

power spectrum to a Lorentzian with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
3
 The trap stiffness is calculated by 

Cf 2 , where   is the hydrodynamic drag coefficient and fC is the corner frequency. The 

hydrodynamic drag coefficient for a spherical particle is either calculated by Stokes formula R 6 (for 

particles away from the walls of the microchannel); or by Faxén’s correction
4
 (for particles closer to the 

walls of the microchannel). We used spherical particles that are away from the top and the bottom walls 

of the microchannels for trap stiffness measurements.  
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FIG. S2. Measured power spectral density (gray) of the position fluctuations along the compressional axis 

for a trapped polystyrene bead (2.2 µm diameter) with the corresponding Lorentzian fit (solid black) and 

the corner frequency (red cross). 

 

To complement the experimental results, we performed Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations for 

a particle confined in the hydrodynamic trap. Specifically, we solved the Langevin equation and 

represented random Brownian fluctuations using a stochastic term in the equation.
5
 The final particle 

position in 2-D after a time step (τ) is given by:  

iii nDxx   211 )(        (S1) 

iii nDyy   211 )(        (S2) 

where xi and yi are the initial particle positions along the compressional and extensional axis respectively. 

 : the fluid strain rate (s-1),  τ : the time step for the simulation, D : Diffusion coefficient for the trapped 

particle ( /TkD b ) and ni is a normally distributed random step with 0in and 1
in . The time 

step for the simulation is taken as 1/1000 of the characteristic diffusion time (time that it takes for the 

particle to diffuse one particle radius) which is 1.76 ms for a 2.2 µm spherical particle in 11 cP aqueous 

solution at 25ºC. 

 Here, we show the results of the power spectrum analysis for the particle position fluctuations 

obtained by BD simulations for a 2.2 µm spherical particle (FIG. S3). The proportional gain constant (Kp) 

is −1.75 and the response time of the trap is 175 ms. 
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FIG. S3. (a-b) Power spectrum for the Brownian dynamics simulations of a trapped particle (2.2 µm 

diameter) along the (a) extensional (b) compressional axis. (Pe = 0.75, Pe: Peclet number). 

 

To demonstrate proof-of-principle of the hydrodynamic trap, we trapped fluorescent and non-

fluorescent polystyrene beads of various size (fluorescent: 100 nm, 540 nm, 830 nm and 2.2 μm; non-

fluorescent: 1.23 μm, 2.2 μm, 5 μm, 9 μm and 15 μm diameter). The trajectory of a trapped fluorescent 

bead (2.2 μm diameter) along the extensional axis is shown in Fig. 3(a). The bead is initially trapped 

(black squares) for nearly 10 minutes and is then released from the trap and escapes along one of the 

outlet channels (red circles). The trapped particle is confined to within ±1 μm for several minutes using 

proportional controller (Kp=−1.75). Hydrodynamic trapping experiments for micro and nanoparticles are 

performed in aqueous buffer (50 mM Tris/Tris HCl, pH 8.0, η=1 cP). Trapping experiments for 100 nm 

fluorescent beads and trap stiffness measurements were performed in 11 cP aqueous solution at 25ºC to 

facilitate data acquisition and analysis. 

 

FIG. S4. (a) Movie showing the trapping and isolation of a single 2.2 µm (diameter) fluorescent 

polystyrene bead from a concentrated bead sample. At the beginning of the movie, the sample port is 

open to deliver beads to the trapping region. A single bead from the sample is trapped as it enters the 

trapping region. After the bead is trapped, the sample port is closed, and the excess beads are rinsed out 

with the incoming buffer. Upon closing the sample port, the fluid flow rate entering the microchannel from 
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that direction is reduced, which slightly shifts the stagnation point towards the sample port and is 

observed in the movie. Overall, this process facilitates the isolation of a single trapped bead from a 

concentrated sample. The video was recorded using a 10x objective lens and plays 4.86  faster than 

real time. 

  (b) Movie of “on-demand trapping” of single beads (2.2 µm diameter, fluorescent polystyrene) 

from a dilute bead sample. In this experiment, we deliberately trap predetermined “target” particles 

entering the trapping region with full control over the identity of the trapped particle. The movie shows 

trapping of three separate beads: the first two beads are trapped briefly and released, and a third bead is 

trapped for approximately 60 seconds. In all cases, we select the particle for confinement in the trap. The 

video was recorded using a 10x objective lens and plays 5.25  faster than real time. 

  (c) Movie of a single 100 nm fluorescent polystyrene bead confined in the trap. The Brownian 

fluctuations of the bead are apparent. The video was recorded using a 40x objective lens and plays 

4.33  faster than real time. 

   (d) Movie showing a 1.23 µm non-fluorescent polystyrene bead confined in the trap. This movie 

illustrates trapping of non-fluorescent particles using the hydrodynamic trap. The video was recorded 

using a 10x objective lens and plays 4.9  faster than real time. 

 (e) Movie showing confinement of a 5 µm non-fluorescent polystyrene bead. In this movie, beads 

are supplied through all inlet ports rather than the sample port, which does not affect trap function. The 

video was recorded using a 10x objective lens and plays 4.5  faster than real time. 

  

Movie files may be found at the EPAPS supplementary material website. 
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